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amir yakoby and steve maclean  

appointed iqc associates

on the  cover

Cover photo by: Light Imaging 

Phd student Jean-Philippe bourgoin  

holding the free-space quantum receiver 

this issueIN from the editor

as the summer closed, and a busy august full of cryptography 

conferences and schools ended, we started a new academic 

year with new faculty and new students. 

expansion continues at the institute for quantum computing. 

some of it still in the planning phase, but more labs at the 

lazaridis centre are being installed, as well as the lazaridis 

quantum nanoFab facility, featured in this issue of NewBit.

the research at iqc continues to be published in high impact 

journals. in this issue, we feature recent results published in 

Nature Photonics and the Physical Review Letters, as well as in 

the proceedings of two prestigious conferences. iqc research 

has also been covered outside of research publications. since 

we began writing this issue up until december almost 80 

media articles have been written about iqc by publications 

such as The Economist, Maclean’s, MIT Technology Review, 

Popular Science and naturejobs.com.

one of the strategic objectives of iqc is to establish the 

institute as the authoritative source of insight, analysis and 

commentary on quantum information. being featured in the 

media helps us achieve that objective, as do the numerous 

outreach activities that our members take part in. we highlight 

many of these activities in this issue including:

  a scavenger hunt for girls interested in science

  an iqc member featured on the Star Spot podcast

  Public lectures

  an open house

  a special trip to india

  a technology summit in the uK

  a student mixer to bridge entrepreneurship and  

technology on campus. 

our activities and the recognition we receive continue to 

attract more students, postdoctoral fellows, faculty members, 

long-term visitors, funding opportunities and awards. this will 

all support and expand the groundbreaking research that is 

happening at iqc. 

jodI szImANskI, Senior Communications Manager
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it started with the international 

quantum Key distribution (qKd) 

summer school at the end of July. 

Graduate students and postdoctoral 

fellows headed to iqc to learn 

about how they could further their 

own research in cryptography. 

almost a third of the researchers 

arrived from canadian institutions, 

while others travelled from five 

different continents. organized by 

professor NorBerT lÜTkeNhAus 

and postdoctoral fellow oleg 

gITTsovICh, the conference was 

sponsored by iqc, cryptoworks21 

and the Fields institute for research 

in mathematical sciences.

Just three days later the third international 

conference on quantum cryptography started  

at iqc. qcrypt 2013 was chaired by iqc’s  

vAdIm mAkArov. some interesting statistics 

about qcrypt 2013:

  9 invited speakers

  over 20 papers presented

  4 tutorials

  1 after dinner talk by a lock and locksmithing 

expert marc weber tobias

  1 public lecture by John Preskill

  over 70 posters

  over 20 sponsors

  15 industry exhibits

  1 industry panel session with 5 industry experts.

again with only three days between 

events, iqc was taken over by a new 

generation of cryptographers with 

the quantum cryptography school 

for young students. this year 41 high 

school students from canada, the us, 

Poland, romania, the sultanate of 

oman, south africa and china had 

the chance to learn about quantum 

cryptography through lectures, 

hands-on experiments and group 

work. For a week, these students 

experienced life on a university 

campus and had an introduction to 

quantum mechanics, information 

security and quantum cryptography. 

WeB   tutorials and presentations from qcrypt 2013 are available on our youtube channel http://bit.ly/1biorf3

uantum
cryptography: a hot topic

feature article

iQc hosted several events on quantum cryptography throughout July and august. 
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the quantum nanoFab Facility will open 

up new worlds for iqc and the waterloo 

institute for nanotechnology (win).  

lab members will be able to fabricate 

tiny devices with films that are in some 

cases just a few atomic layers thick, in 

some of the cleanest facilities available  

on campus. For researchers at iqc, it 

means the ability to fabricate a wide 

range of devices that they’ll be able to 

use in experiments in their own labs.

as we move into the final stages of the 

cleanroom fitout in the lazaridis centre, 

the rac1 cleanroom/Fabrication centre 

will soon be closing its doors to prepare 

for the upcoming equipment moves. 

when the lazaridis centre first opened, 

its cleanroom was a clean “box” still 

needing work to render it operational. 

once the environmental tests were successfully completed, 

advancetec llc moved in to work on the design and installation of 

the many specialized services required by the lab equipment slated 

for installation in the facility.

the $3.5m fitout project is extremely complex and requires the 

coordination of multiple companies and activities. the coordination 

is needed to ensure that all services are designed and installed to the 

very high standards typically demanded in industrial chip-making 

facilities such as those operated by intel and teledyne-dalsa. Four 

months were needed for the fitout project’s design and planning phase 

and an additional five to six months are needed for project execution.

Process repeatability is crucial – all systems need to work 

consistently, and much as they did at rac, to avoid impacting the 

work of our researchers when operations at the lazaridis centre 

commence. to ensure process repeatability logiudice’s team uses 

an eight-page detailed checklist unique to each system that includes 

statistical process control data captured both pre- and post-move 

to ensure each system’s post-move performance will be identical to 

or similar to its performance prior to the move.

depending on system complexity, execution of the checklist for a 

single system will require up to 23 hours of process engineering 

work and up to 85 hours of equipment tech work as needed to 

prepare the system for its physical move and for its eventual re-

certification. a total of 13 systems will be handled in this manner by 

the team’s lead process engineer, NAThAN NelsoN-fITzpATrICk, and 

the team’s two senior equipment technologists, BrIAN goddArd 

and rod sAlANdANAN. 

quantum nanoFab
the lazaridis 

Facility

feature article

the team is worKinG 

to minimize downtime 

and to maximize system 

PerFormance For our 

researchers. we have taKen 

stePs to ensure oPtimal 

PerFormance oF the many 

existinG rac1 systems once 

they have been moved to 

their new home at the 

lazaridis centre.

vITo logIudICe

director of operations,  

Quantum Nanofab
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rac1 cleanroom saw an increase in traffic of >2500% in 4 years
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here’s an example: the Oxford Instruments cluster tool. this machine 

is equipped with two distinct chambers and is thus capable of two 

different film deposition techniques – Plasma-enhanced chemical 

vapor deposition (Pecvd) and atomic layer deposition (ald) –  

which each enable novel research initiatives. the system can 

precisely deposit very thin and conformal films that are “grown” 

one atomic layer at a time. 

the many services required for this one system make its move and 

re-certification highly complex. services include many high purity 

gas lines as well as an exhaust abatement system for “scrubbing” 

system exhausts clean of toxic byproducts prior to release to the 

building’s central exhaust system. the cluster system is unique in 

that it will eventually interface with a mobile “vacuum-suitcase unit” 

which will permit freshly deposited ald films to be transferred 

under vacuum to other vacuum systems located on campus, 

including the omicron-oxFord multi-cluster thin film system 

located in dAvId Cory’s lab in the rac2 building.

in addition to the 13 lab systems being moved, many new, highly 

specialized pieces of lab equipment are being added including 

seven custom wet benches. one of which is a four-tube furnace 

stack that can deposit films such as silicon carbide. because silicon 

carbide can withstand extremely high temperatures, it is sometimes 

used in the fabrication of very specialized sensors such as those 

used in jet engines for example.

before quantum nanoFab operations ramp up in the lazaridis 

centre in april 2014, logiudice’s team will hold several training and 

information sessions for existing lab members and members of the 

uwaterloo research community interested in using the facility. these 

sessions will serve to make the entire community aware of the more 

stringent operating procedures which will be implemented to ensure 

compliance with the facility’s much cleaner environment - up to 

1,000 times cleaner - than that offered by the rac1 cleanroom. 

meticulous planning by logiudice’s team will ensure not only the 

safety of the users of the cleanroom, but the highest operating 

standards for the facility itself and the state-of-the-art equipment 

it will house, to the overall benefit of its community of researchers 

using the lab. 

commissioning 
test results 

  Iso5 (less than 100 particles 

per cubic foot of air) and Is06 

(less than 1,000 particles) design 

specifications have been met. 

Generally, an office building has 

500,000 to 1,000,000 particles 

per cubic foot of air.

  vC-e vibration test criteria  

(<3 micrometres/sec) have also 

been met with excellent 3-axis 

values of <0.1 micrometres/sec 

measured in the electron-beam 

lithography bay for frequencies 

above 40hz. 

a typical office building tests  

at 2-3 millimetres/sec.

These are some of the services 
being installed and routed within 
the lazaridis Cleanroom under the 
scope of the fitout project:

  Power

  ultra high purity deionized water

  chemical waste neutralization

  clean, dry air (cda)

  ultra high purity nitrogen gas

  toxic and heat exhausts

  Process chilled water (Pcw)

  over 20 types of high purity 

process gases

  environmental monitoring 

system

  toxic gas monitoring system

omicrom-oxFord multi-cluster thin film system

Furnace gas manifold
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working to match 
bandwidths
NATURE PHOTONICS 7 (2013)

Four iqc researchers, along with a colleague from the university 

of queensland, demonstrated bandwidth compression of a single 

photon. while photons are a prime candidate for creating quantum 

networks, different elements in the network may require photons 

with vastly different properties, such as central frequency and 

spectral bandwidth. matching these requirements will be necessary 

for interfacing photonic quantum bits to quantum repeater nodes 

for communication. joNAThAN lAvoIe (Phd student), johN 

doNohue (Phd student), logAN wrIghT (undergraduate research 

assistant), AlessANdro fedrIzzI (university of queensland) and 

kevIN resCh (associate Professor) upconverted single photons 

using a synchronization process to ensure that every frequency in 

the photon bandwidth can only convert into one central frequency. 

the team achieved a single-photon spectral compression by a 

factor of 40. this is a step toward arbitrary waveform generation 

for single and entangled photons. work continues to eventually 

reach factors of >1000 to match a Ghz photon to a mhz memory.

the paper, Spectral compression of single photons, was published 

by Nature Photonics in may. 

Quantum  
one-time  
programs
iqc Postdoctoral Fellow  

gus guToskI with iqc  

alumni douglAs sTeBIlA, 

now at queensland university 

of technology and ANNe 

BroAdBeNT, now at the 

university of ottawa, had a 

research paper accepted at 

the prestigious international 

conference on cryptology, 

cryPto 2013, in august.  

their paper Quantum  

one-time programs showed 

that it is possible to build 

secure one-time programs 

even if used as part of a  

larger computer system  

that involves cryptography. 

a one-time program can be 

thought of as a hypothetical 

computational device which 

allows a user to run a program 

on an input of his choosing 

a single time. in other words, 

it takes an input such as an 

algorithm from the user, runs 

a program and then self-

destructs, forever securing the 

information. these programs 

are made out of extremely 

simple classical devices called 

one-time memory devices 

(hypothetical hardware 

devices used to show the 

existence of classical one-

time programs), together with 

quantum operation. 

iQc faculty, postdoctoral fellows and students 

continue to conduct internationally recognized 

research into quantum information science. here is 

a sampling of their cutting-edge research published 

recently in academic journals over the past term. 

sCIeNCe 
hiGhliGhts

single-photon bandwidth 
compression scheme
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david Gosset

the groundspace of 

achieving universality 
PHyS. REv. LETT. 111, 090505

iqc Phd student AdAm pAeTzNICk and former iqc faculty member, now at university of southern 

california, BeN reIChArdT, made a significant contribution to the field of fault-tolerant quantum 

computation. to prevent accumulation of errors while performing encoded, but faulty, quantum operations, 

transversal operations are desired since single qubit errors do not spread to multiple qubits. unfortunately, 

it is known that universal fault-tolerant quantum computing cannot be achieved using only transversal 

encoded quantum operations. universality is typically achieved via the distillation of special resource 

quantum states. Paetznick and reichardt demonstrated that for the class of “triorthogonal stabilizer 

codes”, they can achieve universality using only transversal operations and standard quantum error 

correction procedure, without the use of distillation. moreover, based on the previous procedure, they 

derived a distillation protocol that is more efficient than previous state-of-the-art distillation methods.  

the paper, Universal fault-tolerant quantum computation with only transversal gates and error correction 

was published in Physical Review Letters in august. 

resolving the boundary 
between “easy” and “hard”  
PROCEEdINgS Of fOCS 2013

in their article Quantum 3-SAT is QMA1  -complete, published 

in the Proceedings of the ieee 54th annual symposium on the 

Foundations of computer science (Focs), iqc Postdoctoral 

Fellow dAvId gosseT and his colleague dANIel NAgAj 

(university of vienna), finally resolved the boundary between 

“easy” and “hard” for the quantum version of the satisfiability 

(sat) problem. in computer science, the satisfiability problem 

is of central importance since it is equivalent to a wide array 

of other problems which arise in applications. the quantum 

version of the satisfiability problem is also relevant to the 

study of frustration-free hamiltonians, which naturally arise in 

quantum error correction and play a central role in the field of 

hamiltonian complexity and in condensed matter physics. 

II OH(9) + H(9) OII + S(1,3) + S(7,9)
clock clock
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mIles CrANmer, sAshA ChuChIN and rAymoNd lAflAmme look 
on as two participants work on a problem at one of the stations.

outreach

episode 36 
starring mArTIN lAforesT

senior manager, outreach, mArTIN lAforesT appeared on The Star Spot’s 36th episode of 

their podcast. titled Quantum Computing: Space Science Meets Science Fiction, laforest 

answered questions about a number of topics to discover where science meets, or doesn’t 

meet, science fiction, including quantum teleportation and quantum communications with 

extraterrestrials.

WeB   http://bit.ly/1hjyXa8 

a focus on girls in science
on July 13, Phd student CATherINe hollowAy organized a scavenger 

hunt for a group of 10 girls attending a summer camp run by the laurier 

centre for women in science. eight codebreaking stations were set 

up through the lazaridis centre to teach the girls about cryptography. 

holloway was joined by fellow iqc students and high school students. 

John preskill 
during qcrypt 2013, johN preskIll, 

the richard P. Feynman Professor  

of theoretical Physics from the 

california institute of technology, 

gave a public lecture at iqc. Quantum 

Computing and the Entanglement 

Frontier focused on why Preskill  

loves quantum entanglement.  

self-proclaimed as “less weird than 

a quantum computer, and easier to 

understand,” Preskill explained how 

by exploiting quantum entanglement 

quantum computers should be able to 

solve otherwise intractable problems 

that could apply to cryptology, 

materials science and medicine. 
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entrepreneurship on campus group 
interacting in the lazaridis centre kitchen.

Photo credit: Wayne Hsu

from wonder to wow
on october 1, executive director rAymoNd lAflAmme 

participated in the Perimeter institute for theoretical 

Physics’ brainstem: your Future is now Festival as a 

guest lecturer. his lecture entitled From Wonder to 

Wow: Why the quantum age is closer than you think 

gave the audience a glimpse of how new technologies 

emerging from the quantum realm will change the ways 

we work, communicate and live in the future. 

WeB   http://bit.ly/176eyeA 

run By and 
for graduate 
students 
canadian-american-mexican Graduate 

student Physics conference (cam) 2013 

was held at the university of waterloo and 

Perimeter institute august 15-18. iqc was not 

only a sponsor of cam, but several of our 

students, as well as a faculty member and an 

associate, were involved in the conference.

  program committee – Phd students evAN 

meyer-sCoTT and rAzIeh ANNABesTANI

  local organizing committee –  

Phd students evAN meyer-sCoTT, 

ChrIsTopher pugh, CATherINe 

hollowAy, johN doNohue, greg 

hollowAy, BeN CrIger, rAzIeh 

ANNABesTANI, Corey rAe mcrAe and 

AImee heINrIChs and master’s student 

megAN AgNew

  parallel session presenter – master’s 

student lydIA vermeydeN presented 

Experimental testing of Bell inequalities 

with marginal contributions

  Ask a Theorist session at the grad house – 

associate Professor joseph emersoN and 

iqc associate AChIm kempf

  poster session – Phd student vIBhu gupTA 

presented his poster Quantum Discord as 

a Signature of Quantum Chaos and Phd 

student johN doNohue presented his 

poster Ultrafast Coherent Measurement 

of Time-bin Qubits Using Chirped Pulse 

Upconversion. 

Bridging entrepreneurship 
and technology on campus 
the university of waterloo has several entrepreneurship 

programs on campus. the university is also known for the 

“technical” programs with the potential to innovate new 

products. two mbet graduates seN sAChI and rAmzI 

sAmArA joined forces with master’s student Corey rAe 

mcrAe and senior manager, outreach, mArTIN lAforesT 

to create a bridge between the two groups. they called 

the evening Entrepreneurship on Campus. 

the team of four invited five representatives from 

mbet, bet300 and enterprise co-op, velocity, win 

and nanotechnology engineering, mdei and iqc. one 

representative of each group had the opportunity to talk 

about their program and how it fits into the innovation 

ecosystem. afterwards the students networked to learn 

more about each other and make connections. 

organizers and committee members with invited speaker 

mIguel AlCuBIerre, instituto de ciencias nucleares, 

universidad nacional autónoma de méxico
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outreach

upcoming 
events 

2014 American 
Association for  
the Advancement  
of science  
Annual meeting

  ChICAgo 
february 13-17

Quantum frontier 
distinguished lecture

johN kIrkley,  

Physical science  

research associate at 

stanford university

  IQC 
wednesday, march 26 

developing  
relationships in INdIA 
early in december, executive in residence BoB Crow 

travelled to india as a member of the canada – india ict 

working Group. his trip provided an opportunity to reach out 

to india’s quantum information community and Government 

of india officials. crow was able to highlight and promote our 

relationship with the raman research institute in bangalore 

where former iqc researcher, now iqc affiliate, dr. urbasi 

sinha is an associate Professor. crow also gave a short talk 

and sponsored a banquet at the prestigious haresh-chandra 

research institute in allahabad where the indian quantum 

information research community was meeting. 

sparking the next tech revolution
executive director rAymoNd lAflAmme traveled to the uK to speak  

at the third bloomberg enterprise technology summit in london.  

the conference, attended by top technology decision makers in the 

financial services sector, covered the most important technologies  

for the data-driven enterprise, including mobile technologies, open 

source, cloud computing, virtualization and security.

laflamme was invited to join the ontario ministry of economic 

development, trade and employment at a lunch on Accelerating  

a financial tech ecosystem with the honourable dr. erIC hoskINs  

along with jANeT eCker, President and ceo of toronto Financial 

services alliance. he also spoke on a panel discussing big data  

called Leveraging High Fidelity Data. 

according to diane brady, senior editor at bloomberg businessweek,  

in Bloomberg Now, “the ontario contingent also left a deep 

impression, and not just because i grew up near toronto. Part was 

due to the vision of how quantum mechanics will spark the next tech 

revolution, as laid out by raymond laFlamme.” 

rAymoNd lAflAmme, jANeT eCker  
and minister erIC hoskINs
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Around 
   the institute

Tours/vIsITs

a neW portfolio
the honourable rezA morIdI, minister of research 

and innovation and mPP for richmond hill visited 

iqc in July. iqc executive director, rAymoNd 

lAflAmme, toured minister moridi through the labs in 

the lazaridis centre and the research advancement 

centre and shared the exciting developments in 

quantum research that are part of the minister’s 

new portfolio. moridi was appointed the minister of 

research and innovation on February 11, 2013. 

discussing  
canadian innovation 
the honourable greg rICkford, minister of state for science and technology, toured iqc with local mP  

peTer BrAId in november. while at iqc, minister rickford hosted a roundtable discussion on canadian 

innovation with members of the waterloo community including george dIXoN, vP university research, 

university of waterloo; mAX Blouw, President, wilfrid laurier university; rAymoNd lAflAmme, executive 

director iqc; BoB Crow, executive in residence, iqc; CosImo fIoreNzA, General consul, quantum valley 

investments; mIChAel dusCheNes, coo, Perimeter institute; and IAIN klugmAN, President, communitech. 

 rAymoNd lAflAmme, minister rICkford and mp peTer BrAId 

fujitsu visits iQc 
a delegation from Fujitsu in tokyo visited iqc on 

september 6. mr. shIgeru sAsAkI, senior executive, 

Fujitsu and mr. hAruyukI kodAmA, auditor, Fujitsu,  

were joined by mr. kojIro IChIkAwA, trade 

commissioner to canada during their visit. mr. sasaki  

and his colleagues met with various iqc members  

and toured iqc labs as a first step in exploring 

partnership opportunities. 

(l-r) BreNdoN hIggINs, ThomAs jeNNeweIN, 

general wAlTer NATyNCzyk (csa), ChrIs pugh 

(in behind), rAymoNd lAflAmme, ChrIsTIAN 
ChouINArd (csa) and erIC lAlIBerTÉ (csa)

global quantum 
communications
General (retired) wAlTer NATyNCzyk, President 

of the canadian space agency met with members 

of iqc on october 29. iqc members ThomAs 

jeNNeweIN, mIChele mosCA and rAymoNd 

lAflAmme are working with the canadian space 

agency on research into a global quantum 

communication system utilizing satellites. General 

natynczyk took the helm at csa in august. 
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Around 
   the institute

ANNouNCemeNTs

iQc board chair 
shares experience 
and expertise 
not only has Tom BrzusTowskI, chair 

of the iqc board, taught at the university 

of waterloo as a professor of mechanical 

engineering, he also served as vice-

President, academic for a dozen years. 

he left the university to serve as a deputy 

minister in the Government of ontario 

before being appointed the President of 

nserc. after that he taught innovation in 

the telfer school of management at the 

university of ottawa.

tom recently moved back to waterloo 

and will be sharing his experience and 

expertise on a regular basis to help move 

forward during its rapid growth over the 

next few years. he’s spending his time 

renewing the board of directors, meeting 

with government officials and attending as 

many lectures as he can by both visitors and 

students to get more in depth knowledge of 

the many areas of iqc research. 

fore! 
Faculty, students and staff 

with all levels of golf prowess 

gathered at the waterloo Golf 

academy for the annual iqc 

golf tournament. it was one of 

the hottest days of summer, but 

we had a golf cart filled with 

water and popsicles to help the 

competitors stay in the game. 

congratulations to the winners: 

associate Professor joseph 

emersoN, Phd student ChrIs 

pugh and master’s student  

mIke mAzurek. 

undergraduate  
research assistants 
we had over 20 undergraduate research 

assistants join us for the spring term. nine of 

the students attended the annual two-week 

undergraduate school on experimental 

quantum information Processing (useqiP) 

in may before their work in the labs began. 

in addition to six uwaterloo students,  

we had students from ubc, uoft, mcGill, 

mount allison and harvard, as well as  

china, india, slovakia and the uK. to help 

connect all the non-local students, they  

had the opportunity to live together in  

the on-campus townhouses. 

neW iQc associates 
AmIr yACoBy, a renowned experimental 

condensed matter physicist, has been appointed as 

an iqc associate and the distinguished research 

chair in condensed matter.

a professor of condensed matter physics at 

harvard university, yacoby will spend three months 

each year as a visiting professor in waterloo 

participating in research at iqc. his lab will focus 

on implementing quantum information processing 

incondensed matter systems. 

before sTeve mACleAN was a canadian astronaut 

and the president of the canadian space agency, 

he was a physicist researching electro-optics, laser-

induced fluorescence of particles and crystals and 

multi-photon laser spectroscopy.

his research at iqc will focus on the development 

of attosecond lasers. this type of laser would 

produce shorter and more powerful pulses of 

light to allow for images as precise as the space 

between atoms to be captured. 

the winning team
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IN The News

a pillar for building a quantum 
industry in waterloo 
MIT Technology Review highlighted the world-class research at 

iqc in an article called The Bell Labs of Quantum Computing 

on July 22. the article shared iqc’s vision to build a quantum 

computer, along with the development of other quantum 

technologies with the potential for commercialization. it provided 

examples of some of the commercialization efforts happening 

at iqc, including the satellite project for secure global quantum 

communication. according to the article, the research and 

technology at iqc is just the start of mIke lAzArIdIs’ vision for 

waterloo as the “quantum valley”. 

groWing a Quantum 
reputation 
in another article focusing on the growth of “quantum valley” in 

waterloo, naturejobs.com featured iqc along with the Perimeter 

institute on october 2. executive director rAymoNd lAflAmme 

was interviewed in Quantum mechanics: Waterloo gets physical 

about the institute, its research and its projected growth. the 

writer also interviewed assistant Professor mATTeo mArIANToNI 

about his decision to join iqc in 2012. senior manager, 

outreach, mArTIN lAforesT also weighed in to talk about the 

entrepreneurial spirit of our researchers – which led to startups 

such as universal quantum devices, co-founded by laflamme. 

Quantum communications 
highlighted in The Economist 
The Solace of Quantum in The 

Economist on may 25 told a story 

about using quantum mechanics 

to stop eve from eavesdropping 

on alice and bob. the research 

methods of associate Professor 

ThomAs jeNNeweIN and his team 

were highlighted explaining how 

they are working to establish secure 

global quantum communication 

networks via satellite. 

WeB   http://econ.st/1i51pup 

a highlight this year 
the classical and quantum Gravity (cqG) selected 

an article by Postdoctoral Fellow eduArdo mArTIN-

mArTINez and NICholAs C. meNICuCCI (Perimeter 

institute) for the cqG highlights of the year 2012-

2013. Cosmological quantum entanglement was 

one of four articles selected under the category 

quantum cosmology. highlights features some of 

the highest quality work in gravitational physics.  

Primary guest editor
associate Professor hAmed mAjedI is the Primary 

Guest editor for a special issue of IEEE journal 

of selected topics in quantum electronics. The 

Superconducting Quantum Electronics and Photonics 

issue is scheduled for march/april 2015. 

from the iQc gsa 
the iqc graduate student association (iqc 

Gsa) is a group of five students dedicated to 

improving the already vibrant student life at iqc. 

recently, the iqc Gsa has organized student 

social events such as weekly lunch barbeques 

during the warm weather, a bowling night for 

new graduate students, a halloween costume 

contest, and recurring board game and social 

nights at the university of waterloo Grad house.

the future plans of the iqc Gsa include a 

private screening of the film Gravity followed 

by a q&a by celebrated canadian astronaut 

steve maclean (tentatively scheduled for 

early march). other upcoming events include 

a lecture series by industry speakers with 

careers in quantum computing and quantum 

information, as well as the first meeting of an 

entrepreneurship student group.

Corey Rae McRae 

iQc halloween costume contest
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AwArds ANd fellowshIps 

New Courses/
workshops 

kevIN resCh 

associate Professor kevIN resCh was named 

the canada research chair in optical quantum 

technologies. his research in generating new 

quantum states of light has potential in many  

areas, including quantum computing and medical 

imaging instruments. 

keNT fIsher 

 keNT fIsher received a top honour for his exemplary 

master’s thesis earning the dean of science award at 

the Fall 2013 convocation ceremony. an iqc student 

has been awarded the university of waterloo’s dean 

of science award for three of the last four years.  

he also won the Governor General Gold medal. 

CATherINe hollowAy ANd ChrIsTopher pugh 

two Phd students supervised by associate 

Professor ThomAs jeNNeweIN received the iqc 

david Johnston award for scientific outreach. 

the award valued at $2,500 was awarded to 

CATherINe hollowAy and ChrIsTopher pugh. 

both students show an outstanding commitment 

to scientific outreach and community engagement. 

to name but a few of their activities, both 

volunteered at the doors open event at iqc in september, holloway 

dedicates time to events dedicated to encouraging women in science 

and Pugh is often seen providing tours of iqc.

deNy hAmel and sAdegh rAeIsI 

two iqc Phd students, deNy hAmel and sAdegh rAeIsI, were among 

five students awarded the 2013 special Graduate scholarship from the 

department of Physics and astronomy at the university of waterloo. 

both hamel and raeisi were recognized for excellence in their graduate 

research. hamel’s research focused on the implementation of quantum 

information using quantum optics, while raeisi worked on optimizing the 

implementations of quantum algorithms. 

sevAg ghArIBIAN 

iqc alumnus sevAg ghArIBIAN was awarded the nserc banting 

Postdoctoral Fellowship based on his Phd research in approximation 

algorithms for quantum problems. the fellowship will support his 

postdoctoral research at the university of california at berkeley. 

Gharibian was one of 23 successful applicants in the natural sciences 

and engineering field to receive this top canadian fellowship.

greg hollowAy and ANsIs rosmANIs 

the Fall 2013 iqc achievement award was given to greg hollowAy 

and ANsIs rosmANIs. holloway, a Phd student, studies under 

joNAThAN BAugh and rosmanis, also a Phd student, studies  

under johN wATrous. 

  Quantum Computation  
and Complex Networks 

during the spring term we held a three-day 

workshop for researchers and students from 

diverse scientific areas to make connections and 

stimulate new relevant questions about quantum 

computation. current work studying quantum 

many-body systems with tailored geometry and 

controlled information exchange will lead to 

solutions for large-scale quantum networks.

 sir Anthony leggett lecture series 

sir ANThoNy leggeTT offered a lecture series 

for the seventh time during his stay at iqc this 

past spring. this year, his 12 lectures focused on 

topological insulators and superconductors and 

topological quantum computing. 

WeB   to view the lectures, visit our anthony 

leggett 2013 summer lecture series  

playlist on youtube http://bit.ly/1essI6C

 Ion-Qubit Toolbox mini-course 

in late July roee ozerI of the department of 

complex systems at the weizmann institute of 

science in israel presented a three-part mini-course 

at iqc. ozeri reviewed the basic building blocks of 

quantum information processing with cold-trapped 

atomic ions with the main focus on methods to 

implement single-qubit rotations and two-qubit 

entangling gates, two building blocks necessary to 

build a universal set of quantum gates.

 Quantum-safe-Crypto workshop 

sponsored by cryptoworks21, iqc, blackberry 

and teletrust, the european telecommunications 

standards institute (etsi) hosted the quantum-

safe-crypto workshop in september in sophia 

antipolis, France. the goal of the quantum-safe-

crypto workshop was to develop a strategy 

towards making quantum-safe technologies part 

of global standards to create a more secure global 

information and communication infrastructure. 

Around 
   the institute
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1,200

we opened 
our doors 

visitors

to more than 

as part of Doors Open Waterloo Region 

event on september 21, we opened our 

doors to the mike & ophelia lazaridis 

quantum-nano centre. as a one-of-a-

kind, modern facility it fit perfectly with 

this year’s Doors Open theme: modern 

architecture. however, we did more than 

just show off the building – thanks to our 

faculty, postdocs, students and staff, we 

were able to offer the public a chance to 

peek into the quantum world. 

the open house featured hands-on 

science exhibits in the Kid zone and 

discovery zone hosted by iqc students, 

engineering science quest and let’s talk 

science. our researchers also hosted 

ask the scientist where the public could 

talk to a quantum scientist about their 

work. there was also an opportunity for 

children of all ages to attend the q-Kids 

science show with senior manager, 

outreach, mArTIN lAforesT. in the 

afternoon, canada excellence research 

chair dAvId Cory told ghost stories 

about the quantum world to a sold-out 

crowd. he also shared some of the ways 

that quantum devices will change the 

world before he challenged the under  

12 crowd try to win a quantum game. 

(note: they understood it intuitively!)

WeB   see more photos from the event at  

http://on.fb.me/1dPn4dP

staff 

bethany mulder
Jessica schumacher
mary Feldskov 

students

chung wai sandbo chang
matthew novenstern
rahul deshpande
zimeng wang
sean walker
Piers lillystone
arnaud carignan-dugas
tyler nighswander
Jean-Phillipe maclean
Jeremy bejanin
carolyn earnest
darryl hoving
John schanck
mirmojtaba Gharibi
li liu
Jihyun (annie) Park
nayeli azucena  
 rodriguez briones
Poompong chaiwongkhot
olivia di matteo
Joshua young
nicolas Gonzalez
sumit sijher

long-Term visitors 

dr. david rainer Kaltenbaek
sir anthony leggett
dominique Pouilot
Guoming wang
Jesse bingjie wang
yi-hang yang
zhu cao
zhen sinha
ryan sweke
igor radchenko
douglas stebila
michaël simoen
robin côte 

ArrIvAls
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sunday, february 16 from 1:00-2:30 pm.

ChICAgo

executive director rAymoNd lAflAmme will moderate a symposium entitled Quantum 

Information Technology at the 2014 american association for the advancement of 

science annual meeting (aaas) in chicago. the symposium will focus on short to 

medium term innovation coming from quantum information research including quantum 

cryptography, quantum electronics and quantum sensors. speakers include:

 mIChel devoreT, yale university

 dAvId Cory, iqc

 gregoIre rIBordy, ceo, id quantique

WeB   http://bit.ly/1hjaf51


